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HOT RUNNER SYSTEMS 
Hot Sprue Bushings 

Mini Gate-Mate-Lite 

The compactness of the Mini Gate-Mate-Lite enables designers and tool makers to position the 
nozzle right down between the cores and waterways. Mini Gate-Mate-Lite is available in a choice of 
two lengths and two styles, providing versatility for multi-cavity manifold and single cavity 
applications. 

PART # STYLE BODY TIP HEATER SEAL RING A B C D E F H L 

GMB635M Single 
GMC35M GMT63M  

None 
35  12  25  18  19.5  27  9.5  53  

GMB035M Manifold EHR7155x2 

GMB665M Single 
GMC65M  GMT66M  SCH1255  

None 
65  12  25  18  19.5  27  9.5  63  

GMB065M Manifold EHR7155x2 

SCH1225   

PLEASE TURN OVER 

Recommendations and Guidelines 
1. Machine the "C" diameter directly into the mould to fit the bushing’s 

head. 
2. Machine the "B" diameter +0.01 -0.00 directly into the cavity 

carefully, as this is a seal off dimension to fit the bushing's seat. 
3. For best processing and lowest gate vestige, tip must be 0.00 to 

0.10 into the cavity at processing temperature. The smallest gate 
diameter will yield the best gate vestige. Depending on part 
configuration and plastic being used, the gate may have to be 
enlarged to achieve greater flow, This increase in diameter may 
result in a larger gate vestige. 

4. Single cavity type units GMB635M and GMB665M should be 
machined with spherical radius to suit application. 

5. Provide maximum water cooling in the cavity insert around gate. 
6. Constrain bushing in the mould by clamping with an appropriate 

locating ring. 
7. Route wires through wire channel in clamping plate. In the event that the bushing would extend 

beyond the clamping plate, add another plate to the clamp plate and route wires through, that 
plate. A wire slot may be machined into the locating ring. 

8. Provide a gate dimple on core/cavity opposite gate. This will allow for best material flow, 
9. Wait a minimum of 5 minutes after set point has been achieved for sufficient heat to transfer into 

the tip before moulding. 


